
POWERPOINT 2000 - Project Two Review

Regardless of the view in which you build a presentation, PowerPoint automatically creates the __________ view.

An outline is a summary of thoughts, presented as __________.

An outline uses indentation to establish a __________, which denotes levels of importance to the main topic.

PowerPoint can produce slides from an outline created in Microsoft Word, if you save the outline as a(n) __________ file.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar moves the selected paragraph to the next-higher heading level.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar moves the selected paragraph to the next-lower heading level.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar moves a selected paragraph and its collapsed subordinate text above the preceding displayed paragraph.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar moves a selected paragraph and its collapsed subordinate text down, below the following displayed paragraph.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar hides all but the title of selected slides.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar displays the titles and all collapsed text of selected slides.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar displays only the title of each slide.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar displays the titles and all the body text for each slide.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar allows you to select the particular buttons you want to display on the toolbar.

Outline view enables you to __________.

Outline view enables you to __________.

You can go to __________ view to enhance your presentation with graphics.

Each design template changes the __________ throughout the entire presentation.

While entering text in outline view, pressing the __________ key moves the insertion point to the next line and maintains the same heading level.

One way to add a new slide in outline view is to promote a paragraph to heading level one by clicking the __________ button on the Outlining toolbar until the insertion point or the paragraph displays at heading level 1.

When you type an apostrophe and quotation marks, PowerPoint automatically converts these symbols to __________ quotes, which also are called curly quotes.

Which of the following is a method with which professional speakers design closing slides?

AutoLayouts have placeholders arranged in various configurations for __________.

You can import files saved with the __________ format.

__________ is the relationship between the height and width of an object.

The __________ box on the Slide Sorter toolbar adds or changes the special effect that introduces a slide during a slide show.

True/False

_____ When you create an outline in PowerPoint, you type each heading and its subheadings one at a time, inserting graphics and visual effects before advancing to the next heading.

_____ The technique of using an outline to create a presentation is the same as creating a presentation in the slide pane in normal view.

_____ The first step in creating a presentation in outline view is to type a title for the outline.
_____ Outline view provides a quick, easy way to create a presentation.

_____ The three panes - outline, slide sorter, and notes - shown in normal view also display in outline view.

_____ In outline view, the outline pane occupies the largest area on the left side of the window, and the slide pane shrinks to the upper-right corner to display how the current slide will look in normal view, slide view, slide sorter view, and slide show view.

_____ While PowerPoint gives you eleven different heading levels to use on each slide, graphic designers suggest you limit your slides to four levels.

_____ Graphic objects, such as pictures, graphs, or tables, do not display in outline view.

_____ Heading levels 1, 2, and 3 generally are used for very detailed scientific and engineering presentations.

_____ PowerPoint initially displays in slide sorter view when you start a new presentation.

_____ The attributes for text in outline view are the same as in normal view except for color and paragraph style.

_____ You can create and edit your presentation in outline view.

_____ Outline view allows you to sequence slides and to relocate title text and body text from one slide to another.

_____ PowerPoint can produce slides from an outline created in Microsoft Word or another word processing program.

_____ Collapsed text is represented in outline view by a gray line.

_____ When you click the Summary Slide button on the Outlining toolbar, PowerPoint inserts a summary slide behind the first selected slide.

_____ You cannot change design templates once you have finished creating each slide in your presentation.

_____ Once you use outline view to type the outline, the presentation fundamentally is complete.

_____ PowerPoint will reduce the point size of text automatically when you reach the bottom of the Object Area placeholder and need to squeeze an additional line on the slide.

_____ To create a multi-level bulleted list slide, you demote or promote the insertion point to the appropriate heading level and then type the paragraph text.

_____ When you demote a paragraph, PowerPoint adds a bullet to the left of each heading level.
_____ All heading levels use the same bullet font regardless of the design template.

_____ The 7 x 7 rule recommends that each line should have a maximum of seven words, and each slide should have a maximum of seven lines.

_____ Often used during a question and answer session, the closing slide usually remains on the screen to reinforce the message delivered during the presentation.

_____ Outline view is the best view for quickly reviewing all the text for a presentation.

_____ The slide sorter view allows you to look at several slides at one time, which is why it is the best view to use to evaluate a presentation for overall appearance.

_____ You can make changes to text in normal view, outline view, and slide sorter view.

_____ It is best to change the view to slide show view when altering slide layouts so you can see the result of your changes.

_____ You can customize your toolbars by using buttons that are larger than the ones normally displayed.

_____ When you change the layout of an AutoLayout slide, PowerPoint requires you to add the text and graphics again in the new, repositioned placeholders.

_____ The placement of text on a slide, in relationship to nontext objects, depends on the slide layout.

_____ It is important to be certain that you have the legal right to use clip art, photographs, sounds, and movies in your slide show.

_____ PowerPoint recognizes all clip art file formats.

_____ Besides clip art, you can insert pictures into your presentation.

_____ For you to import any graphics files into a PowerPoint presentation, you must install and use one of the filters that are shipped with the PowerPoint installation software.

_____ Graphic artists suggest designing a presentation in black and white and then adding color to emphasize particular areas on the slide.

_____ If an AutoLayout does not contain a clip art region, you cannot insert clip art onto a slide created using that AutoLayout.

_____ Once you insert clip art on a slide, you cannot reposition it.

_____ If you alter a clip art image, it is important to be certain that you have the legal right to make these modifications.

_____ A default setting in PowerPoint allows for fast saves, which save only the changes made since the last time you saved.

_____ PowerPoint provides you with multiple methods for accomplishing most tasks.

_____ Generally, the fastest method of accomplishing a task is to right-click to display a shortcut menu.

_____ Animation effects can be applied to text but not to objects.

_____ When a slide has text animation effects, each paragraph level displays as determined by the animation settings.

_____ When you click the Print button on the Standard toolbar, the Print dialog box displays, allowing you to select the appropriate presentation component in the Print what box.

_____ You can e-mail a presentation directly from within PowerPoint.

Short Answer

The __________ title is the subject of the presentation in outline view, which later becomes the presentation title slide.

The outline begins with a title on heading level __________.

Text supporting the main topic begins on heading level __________ and indents under heading level 1.

The file extension RTF stands for __________.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar creates a new slide from the titles of the slides you select in slide sorter or normal view.

The __________ button on the Outlining toolbar shows or hides character formatting in normal view.

When you __________ slide text or individual slides, you change the order of the text or the slides by selecting the text or slide you want to move or copy and then dragging the text or slide to its new location.

You begin a presentation with a main topic and follow with __________ slides, which are slides to support the main topic.

A(n) __________ slide gracefully ends a presentation.

After creating a slide, you can change its layout by clicking the __________ button on the Formatting toolbar and then clicking the Slide Layout command on the Common Tasks button menu.

Like the AutoLayout dialog box, the __________ dialog box allows you to choose one of the 24 different AutoLayouts that has placeholders arranged in various configurations for the title, text, clip art, graphs, tables, and media clips.

Microsoft __________ 5.0 is a tool that accompanies Microsoft Office 2000 and allows you to insert photographs, pictures, audio clips, and video clips to a presentation.

A(n) __________ board system is a computer system that allows users to communicate with each other and share files.

When you enter a Web page address, the __________ as you type option changes the address's appearance to display it as a hyperlink.

A(n) __________ is a shortcut that allows a user to jump from the presentation to another destination, such as a Web page on the Internet.

A(n) __________ displays at the top of a sheet of paper or slide.

A(n) __________ displays at the bottom of a sheet of paper or slide.

A(n) __________ is a special effect used to progress from one slide to the next in a slide show.

__________ effects define animation types and speeds and sound effects on a slide.

The __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar adds or changes the special effect that introduces a slide during a slide show.

The __________ box on the Slide Sorter toolbar adds or changes the special effect that introduces a slide during a slide show.

The __________ box on the Slide Sorter toolbar adds or changes animation effects on the current slide.

The __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar runs all the animation effects for the current slide in a slide-miniature window.

If you are in slide view, the __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar hides the current slide so that it is not displayed automatically during an electronic slide show.

The __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar runs your slide show in rehearsal mode.

The __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar creates a new slide from the titles of the slides you select in slide sorter view or normal view.

The __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar displays the speaker notes for the current slide.

The __________ button menu on the Slide Sorter toolbar contains the three more frequently used commands: New Slide, Slide Layout, and Apply Design Template.

The __________ button on the Slide Sorter toolbar allows you to select the particular buttons you want to display on the toolbar.

The __________ technique is used to select more than one slide at a time in slide sorter view.

To apply slide transition effects to every slide in a presentation, right-click a slide, click __________ on the shortcut menu, choose the desired slide transition effect, and then click the Apply to All button.

f you want to print all the lines of text on a group of slides, click the __________ button on the Outlining toolbar before printing.

